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PT -symmetry — invariance with respect to combined
space reection P and time reversal T — provides a
weaker condition than (Dirac) Hermiticity for ensuring
a real energy spectrum of a general non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian. PT -symmetric Hamiltonians therefore
form an intermediate class between Hermitian and
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. In this work, we derive
the conditions for PT -symmetry in the context of
electronic structure theory, and specically, within
the Hartree–Fock (HF) approximation. We show that
the HF orbitals are symmetric with respect to the PT
operator if and only if the eective Fock Hamiltonian
is PT -symmetric, and vice versa. By extension, if an optimal self-consistent solution is invariant under PT , then
its eigenvalues and corresponding HF energy must be real. Moreover, we demonstrate how one can construct
explicitly PT -symmetric Slater determinants by forming PT doublets (i.e. pairing each occupied orbital with its
PT -transformed analogue), allowing PT -symmetry to be conserved throughout the self-consistent process. Finally,
considering the H2 molecule as an illustrative example, we observe PT -symmetry in the HF energy landscape and nd
that the spatially symmetry-broken unrestricted HF wave functions (i.e. diradical congurations) are PT -symmetric,
while the spatially symmetry-broken restricted HF wave functions (i.e. ionic congurations) break PT -symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry is an essential concept in quantum mechan-
ics for describing properties that are invariant under par-
ticular transformations. Physical observables, for example,
must be totally symmetric under the group of symmetry
operations corresponding to a quantum system, and the
exact wave function must transform according to an irre-
ducible representation of this group. However, for approx-
imate self-consistent methods such as Hartree–Fock (HF)1
and Kohn–Sham density-functional theory (KS-DFT),2 oc-
currences of symmetry-breaking are pervasive and appear
intimately linked to the breakdown of the single-determinant
mean-eld approximation in the presence of strong correla-
tion. From a chemical physicist’s perspective, the archety-
pal example is the appearance of symmetry-broken HF solu-
tions for internuclear distances beyond the so-called Coulson–
Fischer point in H2 (R > RCF),3 where the two (antiparallel)
electrons localise on opposing nuclei with equal probability
to form a spin-density wave.4
Ensuring correct symmetries and good quantum numbers
is critical in nite systems, especially since, when lost, their
restoration is not always a straightforward task.5–8 However,
applying symmetry “constraints” reduces exibility, leading to
the so-called symmetry dilemma between variationally lower
energies and good quantum numbers.9 In general, approxi-
mate HF wave functions preserve only some of the symmetries
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of the exact wave function for nite systems (see Fig. 1).10–12
e restricted HF (RHF) wave function, for example, forms an
eigenfunction of the spin operators S2 and Sz by denition.
Additionally, restriction of the RHF wave function to real val-
ues ensures invariance with respect to time reversal T and
complex conjugation K. By allowing the dierent spins to
occupy dierent spatial orbitals in the unrestricted HF (UHF)
approach, the wave function can break symmetry under S2
but not Sz. Constraining the UHF wave function to real val-
ues conserves K-symmetry, while the paired UHF (p-UHF)
approach retains T -symmetry and the complex UHF (c-UHF)
wave function can break both K- and T -symmetry. e most
exible formulation, complex generalised HF (c-GHF), im-
poses none of these constraints, although paired (p-GHF) or
real (GHF) variations maintain invariance with respect to T
or K respectively. All of these formalisms are independent of
the point group symmetry (including the parity operator P ),
although spatial symmetry may be imposed separately on the
HF wave function.
However, the HF approximation is not restricted to Hermi-
tian approaches. Holomorphic HF (h-HF) theory, for example,
is formulated by analytically continuing real HF theory into
the complex plane without introducing the complex conjuga-
tion of orbital coecients.13–15 e result is a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian and an energy function that is complex ana-
lytic with respect to the orbital coecients. In addition, non-
Hermitian HF approaches are extensively used to study un-
bound resonance phenomena where they occur in nature.16
Although initially intended as a method for extending
symmetry-broken HF solutions beyond the Coulson–Fischer
points at which they vanish,13 h-HF theory also provides
a more exible framework for understanding the nature of
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FIG. 1. e seven families of HF solutions, along with their denition
according to Stuber and Paldus11 and the symmetries they conserve.
XHF, p-XHF and c-XHF stands for real, paired and complex XHF
(where X = R, U and G). See main text for more details.
multiple HF solutions in general. For example, through the
polynomial nature of the h-HF equations, a mathematically
rigorous upper bound for the number of real RHF solutions
can be derived for two-electron systems.15 Moreover, by scal-
ing the electron-electron interactions using a complex param-
eter λ, h-HF theory reveals a deeper interconnected topol-
ogy of multiple HF solutions across the complex plane.17 By
slowly varying λ in a similar (yet dierent) manner to an adia-
batic connection in KS-DFT (without enforcing a density-xed
path),18 one can then “morph” a ground-state wave function
into an excited-state wave function of a dierent symmetry
via a stationary path of h-HF solutions, as we have recently
demonstrated for a very simple model19–23 in Ref. 17. In sum-
mary, h-HF theory provides a more general non-Hermitian
framework with which the diverse properties of the HF ap-
proximation and its multiple solutions can be explored and
understood.
In the present paper, we study a novel type of symmetry —
known as PT -symmetry24–44 — in the context of electronic
structure theory. PT -symmetry, i.e. invariance with respect
to combined space reection P and time reversal T , pro-
vides an alternative condition to (Dirac) Hermiticity which
ensures real-valued energies even for complex, non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians.26 Signicantly, PT -symmetric quantum me-
chanics allows the construction and study of many new types
of Hamiltonians that would previously have been ignored.30 A
Hermitian Hamiltonian, for example, can be analytically con-
tinued into the complex plane, becoming non-Hermitian in the
process and exposing the fundamental topology of eigenstates.
Moreover, PT -symmetric Hamiltonians can be considered
as an intermediate class between Hermitian Hamiltonians
commonly describing closed systems (i.e. bound states) and
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians which are peculiar to resonance
phenomena (i.e. open systems) where they naturally appear
(see, for example, Ref. 16).
Despite receiving signicant aention across theoretical
physics,44 to our knowledgePT -symmetry remains relatively
unexplored in electronic structure. In the current work, we
provide a rst derivation of the conditions for PT -symmetry
in electronic structure, and specically, within HF theory for
closed systems. By doing so, we hope to bridge the gap to
PT -symmetric physics, paving the way for future develop-
ments in electronic structure that exploit PT -symmetry, for
example novel wave function Ansa¨tze or unusual approximate
Hamiltonians. Atomic units are used throughout.
II. PT -SYMMETRIC HAMILTONIANS
A. Spinless PT -Symmetry
To ensure a real energy spectrum and conservation of prob-
ability, it is commonly believed that a physically acceptable
Hamiltonian Hˆ must be Hermitian, i.e. Hˆ = Hˆ†, where †
denotes the combination of complex conjugation (∗) and ma-
trix transposition (ᵀ). Although the condition of Hermitic-
ity is sucient to ensure these properties, it is not by any
means necessary. In particular, as elucidated by Bender and
coworkers,24 the family of PT -symmetric Hamiltonians,24,38
dened such that [Hˆ,PT ] = 0 or Hˆ = HˆPT where
HˆPT = (PT )Hˆ(PT )−1, provides a new more general
class of Hamiltonians that allows for the possibility of non-
Hermitian and complex Hamiltonians while retaining a phys-
ically sound quantum theory.26 Note that [P , T ] = 0 but P
and/or T may not commute with Hˆ.32
e textbook example of a PT -symmetric Hamiltonian
is44
Hˆ = p2 + ix3 (1)
which has been extensively studied by Bender and
coworkers.24–33,37–39 From the standard action of P and T ,
where
P : p→ −p, x → −x, (2a)
T : p→ −p, x → x, i→ −i, (2b)
it is clear that the application of the combined space-time
reection PT , where
PT : p→ p, x → −x, i→ −i, (3)
leaves the Hamiltonian (1) unchanged. Moreover, although
obviously complex, this Hamiltonian has a real, positive spec-
trum of eigenvalues!
Generalising the Hamiltonian (1) to the more general para-
metric family of PT -symmetric Hamiltonians24
Hˆ = p2 + x2(ix)e, e ∈ R, (4)
one discovers a more complex structure. It has been
observed24 and proved45 that, for e ≥ 0 and a particular set
of boundary conditions (the eigenfunctions must decay expo-
nentially in well-dened sectors known as Stokes wedges44),
3the Hamiltonian (4) has an entirely positive and real spec-
trum, while for e < 0, there are some complex eigenvalues
which appear as complex conjugate pairs. More specically,
in particular regions of parameter space, some eigenvalues co-
alesce and disappear by forming a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues. e region where some of the eigenvalues are
complex is called the broken PT -symmetry region (i.e. some
of the eigenfunctions of Hˆ are not simultaneously eigenfunc-
tions of PT ), while the region where the entire spectrum
is real is referred to as the unbroken PT -symmetry region.
Amazingly, these PT -symmetry phase transitions have been
observed experimentally in electronics, microwaves, mechan-
ics, acoustics, atomic systems and optics,42,43,46–61 and the
parameter values where symmetry breaking occurs [e = 0 in
the case of Hamiltonian (4)] correspond to the appearance of
exceptional points,52,60,62–70 the non-Hermitian analogues of
conical intersections.71
B. Electron PT -Symmetry
PT -symmetric systems involving particles with non-zero
spin, in our case electrons, are much less studied than their
spinless counterparts. However, a number of studies have
focused on this subject in recent years.40,72–74 In what follows,
we consider the spinor basis |α〉 = (1, 0)ᵀ and |β〉 = (0, 1)ᵀ.
A single-particle state is then represented by the column vec-
tor
φ =
(
φα
φβ
)
, (5)
where φα and φβ are the α and β components of φ respectively.
Note that, although a relativistic version of PT -symmetric
quantum mechanics can be formulated,75 here we ignore ef-
fects such as spin-orbit coupling and consider only the non-
relativistic limit.
e linear parity operatorP acts only on the spatial compo-
nents and satises P2 = I , where I is the identity operator.
Its action in the spinor basis can be represented by the block-
diagonal matrix
Pφ =
(
P 0
0 P
)(
φα
φβ
)
, (6)
where P represents the action of P in the spatial basis.
In contrast, deriving the action of T is a lile more involved.
Fundamentally, T is required to be an anti-linear operator,
T i = −iT .76,77 However, for systems containing particles
with non-zero spin, the reversal of spin-angular momentum
under the action of T must also be included such that, for
a given spin operator sˆ, we obtain T sˆ = −sˆT . Although a
more detailed discussion on the nature of T for particles of
general spin is provided in Appendix A, here we focus on only
the most relevant results.
In the bosonic case, a basis can always be found in which
T is represented simply as T = K.72 Here K is the dis-
tributive anti-linear complex-conjugation operator which acts
only to the right by convention and does not have a matrix
representation.76 Applying K in algebraic manipulations can
lead to some non-intuitive results, and particular care must be
exercised. In contrast, the representation of T for electrons
(i.e. spin- 12 particles) is given by T = iσyK.72 To see why
this must be the case, consider expressing a spin operator sˆ in
a basis of the Pauli spin matrices
(
σx,σy,σz
)
, where
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (7)
and sˆ =
(
σx,σy,σz
)
. Simply taking T = K (as in the
bosonic case) yields
T sˆ = K(σx,σy,σz) = (σx,−σy,σz)K, (8)
which clearly does not give the desired outcome. In contrast,
taking the form T = iσyK yields72
T sˆ = iσyK
(
σx,σy,σz
)
= −(σx,σy,σz)iσyK, (9)
therefore satisfying the correct behaviour T sˆ = −sˆT . Finally,
consider also the behaviour of T 2, for which
T 2 = (iσyK)(iσyK) = σyσyi2K2 = −σyσy = −I .
(10)
Signicantly, in fermionic systems, T must be applied four
times to return to the original state, leading to the action of
time-reversal in fermionic systems being classied as odd.72
Overall, in the spinor basis, the action of T on φ can be
represented by
T φ = iσyKφ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
K
(
φα
φβ
)
=
(
φ∗β
−φ∗α
)
. (11)
To nd the representation of the combined PT operator, we
simply combine the results of Eqs. (6) and (11) to obtain
PT φ = φPT = P iσyKφ
=
(
0 P
−P 0
)
K
(
φα
φβ
)
=
(
Pφ∗β
−Pφ∗α
)
.
(12)
C. PT -doublet
A direct result of the odd character under T is that it is
impossible to nd a single fermionic state φ that is invariant
under the PT operator. Instead, the closest analogue is a pair
of states assembled into a PT -doublet72 of the form(
φ −φPT ) = (φα −Pφ∗β
φβ Pφ
∗
α
)
, (13)
where φ and φPT are both eigenvectors of a PT -symmetric
Hamiltonian. e action of PT on a PT -doublet is then
given by
PT (φ −φPT ) = ( 0 P−P 0
)
K
(
φα −Pφ∗β
φβ Pφ
∗
α
)
=
(
Pφ∗β φα
−Pφ∗α φβ
)
=
(
φPT φ
)
,
(14)
4where the pair of eigenvectors have been simply swapped
along with the introduction of a single minus sign. We
shall see later that the use of Slater determinants as anti-
symmetric many-electron wave functions enables strict PT -
invariance. Note that invariance under PT implies that the
energies of φ and φPT are related by complex conjugation,
while the additional assumption of unbroken PT -symmetry
implies that φ and φPT must form degenerate pairs with
real energies.72 Finally we note the inverse relationships
P−1 = P and (iσy)−1 = −iσy = iσᵀy which, in combi-
nation, yield (PT )−1 = −iσyKP .
III. PT -SYMMETRY IN HARTREE–FOCK
A. Hartree–Fock in practice
In the HF approximation, the wave function ΨHF for a sys-
tem of n electrons is represented by a single Slater determinant
constructed from a set of n occupied one-electron molecular
orbitals φi as
ΨHF = A(φ1φ2 . . . φn), (15)
where A is the anti-symmetrising operator.1 e single-
particle orbitals φi are expanded in a nite-size direct product
space of N (one-electron) real spatial atomic orbital basis
{χ1, . . . ,χN} and the spinor basis { |α〉 , |β〉} as
φi =
N
∑
µ=1
Cαµiχµ |α〉+
N
∑
µ=1
Cβµiχµ |β〉 = φiα |α〉+ φiβ |β〉 ,
(16)
where φiα and φiβ represent the α and β components of φi
respectively. e coecients Cαµi and C
β
µi are used to dene
the Slater determinant, and can be considered as components
of a (2N × n) matrix C with the form
C =
(
Cα
Cβ
)
, (17)
where Cα and Cβ are (N × n) sub-matrices representing the
expansions of φiα and φiβ.
In general, the atomic orbital basis set is not required to
be orthogonal, although a real matrix X can always be found
such that XᵀSX = I, where S is the overlap matrix be-
tween atomic orbitals. One particularly convenient choice is
X = S−1/2, but other choices are possible.1 Without loss of
generality, we assume in the following that we are working
in an orthogonal basis.
As an approximate wave function, ΨHF does not form an
eigenfunction of the true electronic Hamiltonian Hˆ. Instead,
ΨHF is identied by optimising the HF energy EHF dened by
the expectation value for a given inner product 〈·|·〉 as
EHF =
〈
ΨHF
∣∣Hˆ ΨHF〉
〈ΨHF|ΨHF〉 . (18)
e optimal set of HF molecular orbital coecients C are
determined using a self-consistent procedure. On each iter-
ation k, an eective one-electron “Fock” Hamiltonian F(k)
is constructed using the current occupied set of orbitals
C(k), such that F(k) = h+ D(k)G, where h and G are the
one- and two-electron parts of the Fock matrix and D(k) is
the density matrix at the kth iteration. e new optimal
molecular orbitals C(k+1) are then obtained by diagonalising
F(k), i.e. F(k)C(k+1) = C(k+1)e(k+1) where e is a diagonal
matrix of the orbital energies, and the process is repeated
until self-consistency is reached.1 At convergence we nd
FD− DF = 0, demonstrating that, only at self-consistency,
the Fock and density matrices commute. (We drop the in-
dex k for converged quantities.) Note that F is linear with
respect to D, and that h and G are iteration independent and
pre-computed at the start of the calculation.
Crucially, although the true n-electron Hamiltonian Hˆ is
always Hermitian, the process of dressing Hˆ using the HF
orbitals can lead to a non-Hermitian eective one-electron
Hamiltonian. In fact, the symmetry of D(k) and F(k) can de-
pend of the specic choice of the inner product in Eq. (18).
For example, the most common choice is the Dirac Hermitian
inner product 〈x|y〉H = x†y, leading to Hermitian density
D(k) = C(k)(C(k))† and Fock matrices F(k) = (F(k))†, and
explicitly enforcing real energies. Alternatively, the complex-
symmetric inner product 〈x|y〉C = xᵀy requires complex-
symmetric density D(k) = C(k)(C(k))ᵀ and Fock matrices
F(k) = (F(k))ᵀ, with energies that are complex in general. In
contrast to complex-Hermitian HF, the complex-symmetric
variant provides the unique analytic continuation of real HF
for complex orbital coecients. is non-Hermitian formula-
tion is used in h-HF theory to ensure solutions exist over all
geometries,13–15,17 and for describing resonance phenomena
through non-Hermitian approaches.16
In what follows, we employ the complex-symmetric in-
ner product 〈.|.〉 ≡ 〈.|.〉C to explore the conditions for PT -
symmetry under the HF approximation and understand under
what circumstances EHF is real. In particular, we make use
of the non-Hermitian h-HF formulation since this provides
the natural mathematical extension of real h-HF for complex
orbital coecients.15 We note that rigorous formulations of
PT -symmetric quantum mechanics introduce an additional
linear operator C and the CPT inner product to dene a
positive-denite inner product and ensure conservation of
probability, although identifying C is oen non-trivial.27,44
However, as an inherently approximate approach, HF theory
requires only a well-dened inner product. In our case, since
the Fock matrix is explicitly complex-symmetric, its eigenvec-
tors naturally form an orthonormal set under 〈.|.〉C without
needing to introduce the CPT inner product.
B. One-electron picture
We turn now to the behaviour of the one-electron den-
sity, Fock matrices, and orbital energies under the PT -
operator. First consider the relationship between the complex-
5symmetric density matrix D = CCᵀ and the equivalent
density matrix constructed using the PT -transformed coef-
cients denoted CPT = PT C. e combined PT operator
can be represented as the product PT = UK, where U is a
(2N × 2N) real (linear) unitary matrix.72 Remembering that
K only acts on everything to the right, we subsequently nd(
CPT︸︷︷︸
UKC
)(
CPT
)ᵀ
= (UC∗)(UC∗)ᵀ
= UK︸︷︷︸
PT
CCᵀ KUᵀ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(PT )−1
= DPT .
(19)
where DPT = (PT )D(PT )−1. As a result, the density
matrix constructed using the PT -transformed coecients
is a PT -similarity transformation of the density matrix con-
structed using the original set of coecients. Consequently, if
a set of coecients is PT -symmetric, then the density matrix
must be as well, and vice versa.
Next consider the symmetry of the Fock matrix
F[D] = h + DG, which, due to its dependence on
D, inherits the symmetry of the density used to construct it.
Assuming that D is PT -symmetric, i.e. D = DPT , we nd
F[D] = h+ DPT G = F[DPT ]. (20)
is result is trivial since F is linear with respect to D.
Moreover, since the one- and two-electron parts of the Fock
matrix are PT -symmetric, i.e. h = (PT )h(PT )−1 and
G = (PT )G(PT )−1, we nd
(PT )F[D](PT )−1 = F[DPT ]. (21)
By equating Eqs. (20) and (21) we see that, if D is PT -
symmetric, then F is also PT -symmetric. As a result, the
symmetry of F(k) on a given iteration k is dictated by the
symmetry of the electron density from the current iteration
D(k). By extension, the symmetry of the new molecular or-
bitals C(k+1) is controlled by the symmetry of F(k) and, if one
starts with a PT -symmetric guess D(0), then PT -symmetry
can be conserved throughout the self-consistent process. Fur-
thermore, since C(k+1) is PT -symmetric if and only if the
eective Fock Hamiltonian F(k) is PT -symmetric (and vice
versa), the existence of PT -symmetry in HF can be identied
by considering only the symmetry of the density itself.
Self-consistency of the HF equations requires the eigenvec-
tors, which satisfy F[D]C = Ce, to be equivalent to the coe-
cients used to build D itself. In other words, F and D commute
and share the same set of eigenvectors. Acting on the le with
PT and exploiting the fact that (PT )−1PT = I yields
PT F[D]C = PT F[D](PT )−1PT C = UK(Ce)
=⇒ F[DPT ](CPT ) = (UC∗︸︷︷︸
CPT
)e∗, (22)
where we have used the result of Eq. (21) and the property
that T is both anti-linear and distributive (see above) such
that KCe = C∗e∗. Combining with the result of Eq. (19),
we can draw two conclusions. Firstly, if a given set of or-
bital coecients C represents an optimised self-consistent
HF solution with eigenvalues e, then its PT -transformed
counterpart CPT must also be a self-consistent solution with
eigenvalues e∗. Secondly, and by extension, if an optimal self-
consistent solution is invariant under PT (i.e. C = CPT ),
then its eigenvalues must be real.
C. Many-electron picture
We turn now to the symmetry of the full HF Slater determi-
nantΨHF and its associated energy EHF. In the many-electron
picture, the PT -operator for an n-electron system is given
as a product of one-electron operators,
PT =
n⊗
i=1
pˆi(i)τˆ(i), (23)
where pˆi(i) and τˆ(i) are the parity and time-reversal operators
acting only on the single-particle orbital occupied by electron
i. From the determinantal form of ΨHF [see Eq. (15)], its
symmetry under PT can be extracted as a product of its
constituent orbitals symmetries.
Now, let us consider the relationship between the total HF
energies of the two coecient matrices C and CPT . Noting
that UᵀU = UUᵀ = I and exploiting the invariance of the
trace to cyclic permutations, i.e. Tr(ABC) = Tr(CAB), we
nd
EHF[C] =
1
2
Tr{D(h+ F[D])}
=
1
2
Tr{UDUᵀU(h+ F[D])Uᵀ}.
(24)
Note that K2 = I and, since K acts only to the right, its
application on the far right-hand side has no eect. erefore,
by applying K to both sides and inserting K2 = I in the
middle, we nd explicitly
EHF[C]∗ = K Tr
{
UDUᵀK2U(h+ F[D])Uᵀ
}
K (25)
Exploiting the distributive nature ofK over the matrix product
within the trace, and since the reality of U provides KU =
UK, we can migrate the K operators to nd
EHF[C]∗ = Tr
{
UK︸︷︷︸
PT
D KUᵀ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(PT )−1
UK︸︷︷︸
PT
(h+ F[D]) KUᵀ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(PT )−1
}
= Tr
{
DPT
(
h+ (PT )F[D](PT )−1
)}
= Tr
{
DPT
(
h+ F[DPT ]
)}
= EHF[CPT ],
(26)
where we employ the result of Eq. (21) and remember that h is
PT -symmetric. Overall we conclude that the respective HF
energies corresponding to the coecient matrices C and CPT
are related by complex-conjugation. Clearly by extension the
HF energy of a PT -symmetric set of orbital coecients must
be real.
6D. Hartree–Fock PT -doublet
To construct a set of occupied orbitals in the structure of
a PT -doublet [see Eq. (13)], we require an explicit form of
the matrix U . e linear parity operator P acts only on the
spatial basis and can be represented in the full direct product
space by the Kronecker product I2 ⊗ P, giving
PC =
(
P 0
0 P
)(
Cα
Cβ
)
, (27)
where P is a real (N × N) matrix representation of P in the
spatial basis, satisfying P2 = IN . (IN denotes the identity
matrix of size N.) As a result, the combined PT operator can
be represented by the (2N × 2N) matrix constructed from
the Kronecker product U = (iσy)⊗ P, such that
PT C = UKC =
(
0 P
−P 0
)
K
(
Cα
Cβ
)
=
(
PC∗β
−PC∗α
)
. (28)
In the coecient matrix representation [see Eq. (17)], a
PT -doublet can then be constructed by pairing each occupied
orbital with its PT -transformed analogue, giving
C = (c −PT c) =
(
cα −Pc∗β
cβ Pc
∗
α
)
, (29)
where c and −PT c form (2N × n/2) sub-matrices repre-
senting the paired orbitals of the PT -doublet. e action of
PT on a PT -doublet is then
PT (c −PT c)
= UK
(
cα −Pc∗β
cβ Pc
∗
α
)
=
(
Pc∗β cα
−Pc∗α cβ
)
= (PT c c) = (c −PT c) ,
(30)
where the last line exploits the anti-symmetry of a determi-
nantal wave function under the permutation of two columns
in C. Moreover, since the many-electron representation of
(PT )2 is given by
(PT )2 =
n⊗
i=1
pˆi(i)2τˆ(i)2 = (−1)nI , (31)
we see that it is only possible to dene a PT -symmetric state
in systems with ms = 0 (i.e. nα = nβ = n/2) where the
occupied orbitals are paired in the structure of a PT -doublet
of the form given by Eq. (29).
e behaviour of a PT -doublet can be illustrated by con-
sidering a simple two-electron Slater determinant constructed
from the orbitals (φ,−φPT )
Ψ =
1√
2
∣∣∣∣φ(1) −φPT (1)φ(2) −φPT (2)
∣∣∣∣
=
−φ(1)φPT (2) + φPT (1)φ(2)√
2
.
(32)
anks to the linearity and antisymmetry properties of deter-
minants, Eq. (30) immediately yields
PT Ψ = 1√
2
∣∣∣∣φPT (1) φ(1)φPT (2) φ(2)
∣∣∣∣ = Ψ. (33)
IV. EXAMPLE OF H2
We now turn our aention to the didactic example of the
H2 molecule in a minimal molecular orbital (orthogonal) basis
σg = (χL + χR)/
√
1+ 2S, (34a)
σu = (χL − χR)/
√
1− 2S, (34b)
where χL and χR are the le and right atomic orbitals and
S = 〈χL|χR〉 denes their overlap. Without loss of generality,
this paradigmatic two-electron system can be considered as a
one-dimensional system, and the spatial representation of the
parity operator in the (σg, σu) basis is given by
P =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (35)
In the following, all calculations are performed with the STO-
3G (minimal) atomic basis. For the sake of simplicity we focus
on the ms = 0 spin manifold.
A. Real Orbital Coeicients
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FIG. 2. h-HF energy for the multiple solutions of H2. e spatially
symmetry-pure solutions, i.e., the lowest RHF, UHF and highest RHF
solutions correspond to the σ2g , σgσu and σ2u congurations, respec-
tively. In the dissociation limit the spatially symmetry-broken UHF
(sb-UHF) states and spatially symmetry-broken RHF (sb-RHF) states
correspond to diradical congurations (H – H and H – H) and
ionic congurations (H+ – H– and H– – H+), respectively. At shorter
bond lengths, the sb-RHF and sb-UHF states coalesce with the spa-
tially symmetry-pure RHF solutions and extend into the complex
plane as h-RHF and h-UHF states, respectively. e holomorphic en-
ergy, 〈ΨHF|Hˆ|ΨHF〉C, of the h-RHF and h-UHF solutions, however,
remains real.
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FIG. 3. e UHF energy of H2 at 4 A˚ bond length as a function
of θα and θβ showing spin-ip symmetry (dashed cyan line) and
PT -symmetry (dashed red line). e parity (site-ip) operation
corresponds to the mapping (θα, θβ)→ (−θα,−θβ), as indicated by
inversion through the black star. Spatial symmetry-pure stationary
points are indicated by red (RHF) and blue (UHF) circles, while
stationary points breaking spatial symmetry are illustrated by cyan
(sb-RHF) and purple (sb-UHF) diamonds.
In addition to the spatially symmetry-pure congurations
σ2g , σ2u and σgσu (corresponding to two RHF and a doubly
degenerate pair of UHF solutions), it is well known that, in
the dissociation limit, a pair of degenerate spatial symmetry-
broken UHF (sb-UHF) solutions develop (dashed purple line
in Fig. 2) in which the electrons localise on opposite atoms.1
ese solutions have a form given by the parameterisation
ΨUHF(r1, r2) =
1√
2
∣∣∣∣φUHF(r1)α(1) φUHF(−r1)β(1)φUHF(r2)α(2) φUHF(−r2)β(2)
∣∣∣∣ ,
(36)
where φUHF represents the optimised spatial orbital corre-
sponding to the UHF solution, and r1 and r2 are the spatial
coordinates of electrons 1 and 2 respectively. In the disso-
ciation limit, the optimal UHF solutions can be represented
schematically as the diradical congurations (spin-density
waves)
• • and • • . (37)
However, apart from the chemically intuitive idea of electron
correlation, the justication for solutions existing with this
particular form is not obvious.
Similarly (although less studied), a pair of degenerate spatial
symmetry-broken RHF (sb-RHF) solutions develop (dashed
cyan line in Fig. 2) with a form given by the parameterisation
ΨRHF(r1, r2) = φRHF(r1)φRHF(r2)
α(1)β(2)− β(1)α(2)√
2
,
(38)
where φRHF represents the optimised spatial orbital corre-
sponding to the RHF solution. In the dissociation limit, the sb-
RHF solution corresponds to the localisation of both electrons
on the same atom to produce ionic congurations (charge-
density waves)
• • and • • . (39)
Both sb-RHF and sb-UHF solutions are extrema of the HF
equations. However, instead of being minima like the sb-UHF
solutions, the sb-RHF states correspond to maxima of the HF
equations (see Fig. 2).
Rather than considering the parameterisations (36) and (38),
we instead consider the full UHF space using two molecular
orbitals
φα = σg cos θα + σu sin θα, (40a)
φβ = σg cos θβ + σu sin θβ, (40b)
where θα and θβ are rotation angles controlling the degree of
orbital mixing. e occupied orbital coecient matrix in the
combined spatial and spinor direct product basis is therefore
given by
C =
(
Cα
Cβ
)
=

cos θα 0
sin θα 0
0 cos θβ
0 sin θβ
 . (41)
Considering the complex-symmetric density matrix with the
block form
D = CCᵀ =
(
Dαα 0
0 Dββ
)
, (42)
the condition for PT -symmetry [see Eq. (19)] becomes(
Dαα 0
0 Dββ
)
=
(
PD∗ββP 0
0 PD∗ααP
)
. (43)
Using the parameterisation (41), this condition reduces to(
cos2 θ∗β − 12 sin 2θ∗β
− 12 sin 2θ∗β sin2 θ∗β
)
=
(
cos2 θα 12 sin 2θα
1
2 sin 2θα sin
2 θα
)
,
(44)
which is satised when
tan(θα) = − tan
(
θβ
)∗
= tan(−θ∗β). (45)
Clearly for the case of real UHF, i.e. (θα, θβ) ∈ R, Eq. (45)
is satised only when θα + θβ = mpi for m ∈ Z, upon which
we obtain the constrained molecular orbitals
φα = σg cos θα + σu sin θα, (46a)
φβ = σg cos θα − σu sin θα. (46b)
In fact, the condition for PT -symmetry in real UHF aligns ex-
actly with the parameterisation provided by Eq. (36), as shown
in Fig. 3. Furthermore, it is relatively simple to understand
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FIG. 4. e real (top) and imaginary (boom) components of the h-RHF energy of H2 at 0.75 A˚ bond length for θα = θβ = θ as a function
of Re(θ) and Im(θ). e parity (site-ip) operator produces the inversion symmetry θ → −θ, as indicated by inversion through the black
star. Lines of symmetry in the vertical direction (dashed red lines) along Re(θ) = 0 and Re(θ) = ±pi/2 coincide with the condition (50) for
PT -symmetry. e energy on either side of this PT -symmetry line are related by complex conjugation, while the energy along the line
itself is real. Spatial symmetry-pure stationary points are indicated by red (RHF) circles, while complex holomorphic stationary points are
illustrated by green (h-RHF) diamonds. Note the energy is also real along the line Im(θ) = 0 (dashed green line), since this is the line of
K-symmetry along which the orbital coecients are all real.
why this symmetry must exist. Since the orbital coecients
(and by extension the density) are all real, the action of T
simply interconverts the two spin states (spin-ip), while the
spatial (parity) operator corresponds to a site-ip. e spin-
ip already gives rise to the symmetry plane θα = θβ, along
which all RHF solutions lie (cyan line in Fig. 3). e combined
action of spin- and site-ip then essentially gives rise to the
PT -symmetry operation for real orbitals.
Schematically, the PT operation can be depicted as
• • P−−−→
site-ip
• • T−−−−→
spin-ip
• • 3 (47)
erefore, in the minimal basis considered here, the (real)
sb-UHF solutions (which can be labelled as diradical congu-
rations) are PT -symmetric. In contrast, following a similar
argument, the sb-RHF solutions (38) (corresponding to ionic
congurations) are denitely not PT -symmetric:
• • P−−−→
site-ip
• • T−−−−→
spin-ip
• • 7 (48)
However, appropriate linear combinations of these ionic con-
gurations (i.e. multideterminant expansions) can be made
to satisfy PT -symmetry. We note that the spatial symmetry-
pure σ2g and σ2u states both also satisfy PT -symmetry, while
the σgσu solutions are PT -symmetry broken and are inter-
converted by the PT operator.
In summary, the real UHF energy surface shows PT -
symmetry along the line coinciding with Eq. (36), justifying
the use of this parameterisation for locating sb-UHF solutions.
As real orbital coecients lead to purely real energies, states
interconverted by this symmetry are strictly degenerate rather
than being related by complex conjugation. e well-known
sb-UHF states, resembling diradical congurations, lie on this
line and are PT -symmetric solutions with their occupied
orbitals forming a PT -doublet.
B. Complex Orbital Coeicients
Next we turn to the case of complex orbital coecients with
(θα, θβ) ∈ C. e constraint (45) can then be decomposed
into real and imaginary parts
Re(θα) + Re(θβ) = mpi, Im(θα) = Im(θβ). (49)
Along these lines of symmetry we expect the holomorphic
HF energy to be real, while we expect the energies of density
matrices interconverted by the PT operator to be related by
complex conjugation.
To visualise this symmetry, we rst consider the h-RHF case
where θα = θβ = θ and for which we expect PT -symmetric
densities when
θ = mpi/2+ iϑ, (50)
for ϑ ∈ R. Since the holomorphic energy is complex in
general, we plot the real and imaginary parts of the energy
separately at a bond length of 0.75 A˚ as functions of Re(θ)
and Im(θ) in Fig. 4. As expected, lines of PT -symmetry exist
along the values of θ satisfying Eq. (50), where the energy
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FIG. 5. e real (le) and imaginary (right) components of the h-UHF energy of H2 at 0.75 A˚ bond length for the illustrative case of xed
imaginary components Im(θα) = Im(θβ) = pi/8. Two lines of symmetry exist along Re(θα) = Re(θβ) and Re(θα) + Re(θβ) = pi,
corresponding to spin-ip (dashed cyan line) and PT -symmetry (dashed red line) respectively. e energy along the PT -symmetry line is
real, as predicted, while the energies for states related by PT -symmetry form complex-conjugate pairs. We also note that on this illustrative
landscape representing only a slice of the full holomorphic HF energy surface, there are no holomorphic HF stationary points.
either side is related by complex conjugation and the energy
along the line of symmetry is real. More explicitly, the (verti-
cal) red lines in Fig. 4 along Re(θ) = 0 and Re(θ) = ±pi/2
coincide with the condition (50) for PT -symmetry and cor-
respond to real energies. e energy is also real along the
line Im(θ) = 0 (green line), since this corresponds to the
K-symmetry line along which the orbital coecients are all
real. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the h-RHF stationary solutions
(green diamonds) lie on the red line, and the h-RHF states
are therefore PT -symmetric. Since the h-RHF solutions are
all spin-ip symmetric, we can justify PT -symmetry in the
energy landscape as the combination of site-ip (centre of
inversion at θ = 0) and complex conjugation.
Finally, we consider the complex h-UHF case. As the h-UHF
energy is a function of four real variables (real and imaginary
parts of θα and θβ), we illustrate the general symmetry using
the specic case Im(θα) = Im(θβ) = pi/8 and visualise the
energy for H2 at a bond length of 0.75 A˚ in Fig. 5. We nd
the lines of spin-ip (cyan) and PT -symmetry (red) occur as
in Fig. 3, where now the complex-conjugation of energies on
either side of the line ofPT -symmetry is explicitly observable.
Since the site-ip operation takes (θα, θβ) → (−θα,−θβ),
we cannot observe its eect on the energy landscape under
the constraint Im(θα) = Im(θβ) = pi/8, and we note that
there are no h-UHF stationary points in Fig. 3. Moreover,
inspection of the stationary points corresponding to the h-
UHF solutions in Fig. 2 reveals that they follow the form
(θα, θβ) = (iϑ,−iϑ), for ϑ ∈ R, leading to the conclusion
that the h-UHF solutions in H2 are not PT -symmetric.
In summary, the PT -symmetric stationary h-HF solutions
for H2 are the σ2g , σ2u , sb-UHF and h-RHF states, although
the eect of PT -symmetry can be observed throughout the
holomorphic HF energy landscape. For these PT -symmetric
solutions, the molecular orbital coecients possess the PT -
doublet form [see Eq. (29)]. Stationary points that do not
correspond to PT -symmetric states (including the sb-RHF
and h-UHF solutions) occur in pairs which are interconverted
by the action ofPT , and the onset ofPT -symmetry breaking
coincides with the disappearance of the h-RHF or the sb-UHF
solutions at Coulson–Fischer (quasi-exceptional) points17 in
a similar manner to other types of symmetry-breaking in HF
theory.10–12
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have outlined the conditions for PT -
symmetry — a weaker condition than Hermiticity which en-
sures real energies — in electronic structure, and specically
the HF approximation. In particular, we have explored the
existence of PT -symmetry in the non-Hermitian h-HF for-
mulation that forms the rigorous analytic continuation of real
HF. Our most important results are:
1. A set of molecular orbitals is PT -symmetric if and only
if the eective Fock Hamiltonian is PT -symmetric,
and vice versa.
2. Starting with a PT -symmetric guess density matrix,
PT -symmetry can be conserved throughout the self-
consistent process.
3. If an optimal self-consistent solution is invariant under
PT , then its eigenvalues and corresponding HF energy
must be real.
4. PT -symmetry can be explicitly satised by construct-
ing the molecular orbitals coecients in the structure
of a so-called PT -doublet, i.e. pairing each occupied
orbital with its PT -transformed analogue.
10
5. Slater determinants built from PT -doublets lead to
PT -symmetric many-electron wave functions.
PT -symmetry provides a novel intrinsic symmetry in the
HF energy landscape, where the energies of densities inter-
converted by PT are related by complex conjugation. For
real HF, this symmetry corresponds to the combination of the
parity and spin-ip operations. As an illustrative example, we
have considered the H2 molecule in a minimal basis, where we
have observed the eects of PT -symmetry on the HF energy
landscape. In particular, we have found that the sb-UHF and
h-RHF wave functions are PT -symmetric, while the sb-RHF
and h-UHF wave functions break PT -symmetry but occur
in complex conjugate pairs related by the PT operator. e
transitions between broken and unbroken PT -symmetry re-
gions coincide with the disappearance of the h-RHF or the
sb-UHF solutions at Coulson–Fischer points.
By demonstrating the existence of PT -symmetric solu-
tions with real energies in the HF approximation, we remove
the rigorous condition of Hermiticity that is usually applied in
electronic structure theory. We are currently working on the
implementation of restricted, unrestricted and generalised HF
self-consistent approaches that explicitly enforce this symme-
try. Ultimately, by bridging the gap between PT -symmetric
physics and quantum chemistry, we hope to pave the way for
the development of new classes of non-Hermitian Hamiltoni-
ans with real eigenvalues in electronic structure theory.
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Appendix A: T -Symmetry for General Spins
We loosely follow Weinberg’s discussion on the nature
of T in Ref. 77, although we use notation more familiar to
electronic structure. Since the action of T reverses angular
momentum, we require spin-angular momentum operators sˆ
to satisfy
sˆT = −T sˆ, sˆ2T = T sˆ2. (A1)
Considering a general spin state |s,ms〉, we can then show
sˆz[T |s,ms〉] = −T sˆz |s,ms〉 = −ms[T |s,ms〉], (A2)
sˆ2[T |s,ms〉] = T sˆ2 |s,ms〉 = s(s+ 1)[T |s,ms〉]. (A3)
In combination, these results imply
T |s,ms〉 = γ(s,ms) |s,−ms〉 , (A4)
for some complex value γ(s,ms).
To identify the functional form of γ(s,ms), we use the
ladder operators sˆ± = sˆx ± isˆy which, due to the anti-linear
character of T , satisfy
sˆ±T = −T sˆ∓. (A5)
From the standard ladder operator relationship
sˆ± = ξ±(s,ms) |s,ms ± 1〉 , (A6)
where ξ±(s,ms) =
√
s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1), we nd
sˆ±T |s,ms〉 = −T sˆ∓ |s,ms〉
= −ξ∓(s,ms)T |s,ms ∓ 1〉 . (A7)
Alternatively, from the result of Eq. (A4) we can explicitly
identify
sˆ±T |s,ms〉 = γ(s,ms)ξ±(s,−ms) |s,−ms ± 1〉 , (A8)
and
T |s,ms ∓ 1〉 = γ(s,ms ∓ 1) |s,−ms ± 1〉 . (A9)
Inserting Eq. (A8) and Eq. (A9) into the LHS and RHS
of Eq. (A7) respectively, and noting that ξ±(s,−ms) =
ξ∓(s,ms), we nd
γ(s,ms) = −γ(s,ms ∓ 1) = (−1)s−msγ(s, s). (A10)
Here γ(s, s) is an arbitrary complex value that is convention-
ally set to unity. As a result, the action of T on a function φ, ex-
pressed in the basis {|s,ms〉} with dimension ns = (2s+ 1),
is given by
T φ = ZKφ, (A11)
where Z is an (ns × ns) orthogonal matrix representing the
action of T on the spin eigenfunctions, given explicitly as
Zij =
{
(−1)2s+1−i, if i+ j = 2(s+ 1),
0, otherwise.
(A12)
Next, consider the specic Z matrices for various spin cases:
s = 0 : Z = (1) ,
s =
1
2
: Z =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
,
s = 1 : Z =
0 0 10 −1 0
1 0 0
 ,
s =
3
2
: Z =
 0 0 0 10 0 −1 00 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
 ,
s = 2 : Z =

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
 .
...
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Signicantly, for the bosonic (integer s) case, Z is symmetric,
i.e. Z = Zᵀ, while in the fermionic (half-integer s) case, Z
becomes skew-symmetric, i.e. Z = −Zᵀ. is observation
leads to two key results. First, considering the operation
T 2φ = Z2K2φ, we nd Z2 = ZᵀZ = I in the bosonic
case and Z2 = −ZᵀZ = −I for the fermionic case. When
combined with the relationship K2 = I , this result leads
directly to the even and odd character of T for bosons and
fermions respectively. Secondly, since Z is symmetric and
orthogonal in the bosonic case, it can be decomposed into the
form Z = VΣVᵀ, where V is orthogonal and Σ is a diagonal
matrix containing the eigenvalues of Z, each equal to −1 or
+1. Taking Σ = λλᵀ, we nd
T φ = ZKφ = VλλᵀVᵀKφ = (Vλ)K(Vλ)†φ. (A13)
Consequently, for the bosonic case, one can always nd a
transformation (Vλ) into a basis under which the action of
time-reversal reduces to T = K, described in Ref. 72 as a
“canonical” bosonic basis. Similarly, in the fermionic case, the
properties of skew-symmetric orthogonal matrices allow Z
to be decomposed into the form Z = QΛQᵀ,78 where Q is
orthogonal and Λ takes the form
Λ =
iσy . . .
iσy
 . (A14)
As a result, the action of T can be expressed as
T φ = ZKφ = QΛQᵀKφ = (Q)ΛK(Q)†φ, (A15)
and thus, for fermionic systems, it is always possible to nd a
transformation Q into a canonical fermionic basis in which
the action of time-reversal reduces to T = ΛK.72
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